
“Sustainable planet: turning the  
tide on plastic pollution”

“The dark side of digitization: environmental  
impact and pathways to sustainability”
 



01
Right to repair

	Produce repair parts that can be bought or make parts open source
	Accessibility of parts
	No software that prevents the usage of off-brand parts
	Force companies to give support
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02
Encourage to use open  
software in research, schools,  
public buildings, etc
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03
Increase and actively support  
scientific research in order to  
increase consumers’ knowledge  
of e-waste, the digital carbon  
footprint and obsolescence  
through software.                 
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04
Strict rules and penalties
for selling e-waste                     
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05
Reward the design of long-lasting  
products and reward well-organised  
data structures.                     
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06
Force reduction of CO2 emissions  
and energy usage                  

	Force companies to be transparent about their energy  
	usage and CO2 emissions
	Force the deletion of obsolete data
	Ban online-only products that don’t actually need  
	an internet-connection
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07
Transparency of data  
sheets of products                   
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08
Reduce plastic trash                  

	Education about sustainability and the ocean in all European schools
	Rewards for companies which have sustainable approaches
	Promotion of reusable take away boxing
	Fees for not bringing their own boxes
	Return scheme for drinking recipients
	Give back money to people who use recyclable materials
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09
Certified partnerships  
to reduce food waste                  

	Force supermarkets to offer food at the end of the day
	More waste recipients should be supplied in cities
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